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INTRODUCTION
Established in 2009, the Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity (A2EP) is an independent, nonpartisan, not-for-profit coalition of business, government and research leaders promoting a more
energy productive economy.
A2EP is leading a drive to double energy productivity in Australia. Its reach is across the national
economy with a focus on the manufacturing, agriculture and transport sectors. Its innovation
programs accelerate the uptake of technology for transformative change by making research and
reports become reality.
Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity
Level 10, UTS Building 10, 235 Jones Street
Ultimo NSW 2007
Phone: +61 (02) 9514 4948
Email: a2ep@a2ep.org.au
Web: https://www.a2ep.org.au
A2EP brings technical, commercial and policy expertise to this topic with a strong track record of
delivering high quality research to governments. A2EP draws upon an extensive international network
of advisors and publications in preparing this paper.
Of the six pathways identified in the Paper (improving energy efficiency, electrification, substituting
with hydrogen, substituting with biogas, emerging technologies, and addressing fugitive emissions),
A2EP suggests that improving energy efficiency and electrification offer immediate, dependable, and
cost-effective approaches. These approaches complement and extend measures in train, notably the
significant investments committed in the 2020-21 State Budget.
Neither biogas or hydrogen are likely to ever replace natural gas for the range of purposes and at the
volumes currently consumed. Both have great potential for particular applications in particular places.
While the wholesale electrification of key services such as heating might signal the eventual demise of
reticulated natural gas networks, it offers the most certain pathway to reliable, affordable and
sustainable end-use services.
Over the last two years A2EP has completed more than 20 studies assessing renewable alternatives to
fossil fuelled process heating (biogas, geothermal, solar thermal and heat pumps) across various
industries hence our submission shall be focused on the transition from natural gas for industrial
process heating (30% or 57PJ of total Victorian consumption). However, we believe conclusions from
this body of work will also translate in to the commercial and residential sectors. We estimate that
35% or 20PJ of the industrial natural gas heating demand can be reduced with energy efficiency
measures or displaced economically with electrification, (ref. ITP et al 2019, Renewable energy
options for industrial process heat and Beyond Zero Emissions 2018, Electrifying Industry) subject to
ongoing upgrades of the electrical grid, integration of large- and small-scale renewables, and
installations that are demand response capable. This leaves around 27PJ pa of industrial gas demand
which can be met firstly by redirecting current biogas resources (eg landfill and municipal waste
facilities) from electricity generation to high temperature industrial heating usage, secondly by
building new biogas generating facilities and finally by building hydrogen production facilities.
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Regarding the transition for residential and commercial industries, A2EP is currently working with the
Energy Efficiency Council and DISER to perform modelling on the potential for heat pumps to reduce
emissions and the adoption pathways for this technology. The results from this study will be delivered
to DISER by the end of 2021. We expect the results to be similar to other international studies and
show that the electrification is the best pathway for residential and commercial sectors.
A2EP estimates that a fully qualified, comprehensive and researched response to this consultation
paper would require several hundred hours of literature review, data gathering and modelling and
consultation. Whilst A2EP has the experience, capability and capacity to undertake this work (as do
others), as a not for profit we are not able to self-fund a comprehensive response. Alternatively, in
this paper we offer some key overall gas roadmap issues for industry and the Victorian Government
to consider.
In IEA’s report, “Net Zero by 2050, A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector” released in May 2021,
the IEA forecasts electrification to be the most prevalent heating technology employed for the built
environment by 2050. This recommendation aligns with the observations A2EP has made after
completing over 20 studies of the options for renewable process heating and subsequent wider
industry consultation, data gathering and modelling on the impact of electrification.
Recent work by A2EP that is relevant to this proposed method includes:






A2EP, DPIE (2021) Heat pump scoping – pilot study
A2EP, DPIE (2021) Modelling the electrification of process heat in New South Wales
A2EP, ARENA (2019) Renewable energy for process heat – opportunity studies
A2EP (2018) Guide to replacing steam with electric technologies to boost productivity
A2EP (2017) High temperature heat pumps for the food industry

ERRORS IN CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS
We have observed two significant errors in the interpretation of previous reports that informs the
Consultation Paper. The first on page 24 states that 39% of process heating in Australia is greater than
800C, however, the ITP report that this has been taken from is actually measuring heat temperatures
generated, not the end-use temperature required. This difference can have a dramatic effect on the
assessment of alternative technologies. For example, at a dairy processing facility, steam is typically
generated at 160C which makes using a heat pump unfeasible. However, a main requirement for
heating in the factory is below 85C for pasteurising and cleaning; perfectly delivered by heat pump.
Secondly, whilst a process may require 800C as a final temperature, there may be several
intermediate steps which require lower temperatures and not differentiating between them leads to
the wrong conclusions. For example, in brick making, a temperature of 1,000C is needed in the kiln
for finishing. However, most of the heat demand is drying at around 120C which again results in
completely different technology options and greater potential for electrification.
We also note that the ITP report was modelled using electricity prices which are now too high. We
are aware of PPA’s being signed in Victoria at $0.06 per kWh and note ARENA’s modelling for future
wholesale electricity prices reaching $28 per MWh by 2030, in which case the main chart comparing
process heat alternatives in the ITP report (page XIV) is overstating the levelised cost of heat (LCOH in
$ per GJ) from heat pumps as shown by the light beige and magenta shaded areas in the chart below.
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Source: ITP et al 2019, Renewable energy options for industrial process heat

PATHWAY DECISION: ELECTRIFICATION FOR ALL HEATING BELOW 900C
Our key findings show that electrification via heat pumps is the most viable option for providing
heating under 90C in nearly all cases. Using the current cost of electricity from on-site solar PV, A2EP
calculates that heat pumps operating below 90C will typically provide heat at a Levelised Cost of
Energy below $7 per GJ which is cheaper than today’s current natural gas prices. Given the inherently
inefficient process of creating renewable hydrogen, we do not recommend this as a fuel source for
any heating demand below 90C. The currently achievable heat pump Levelised Cost of Heat is already
50% cheaper than the forecast hydrogen price in 2050.
Recommendation #1: Government should focus on incentives / funding for electrification solutions,
eg heat pumps for heating below 90C

ELECTRIFICATION ADOPTION BARRIER #1: ELECTRICAL GRID CAPACITY
A key barrier to electrification is local grid capacity constraints and we understand this is likely to take
many years to upgrade to allow full penetration of electrification opportunities. Whilst waiting for
those upgrades, several areas and sectors can be targeted where constraints are not present.
Furthermore, employment of Thermal Energy Storage in combination with electrification technologies
like heat pumps can provide major benefits to the electricity grid in terms of stability and maximising
existing infrastructure.
Recommendation #2: Modelling needs to be done to determine potential electrification opportunity
and grid capacity constraints
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ELECTRIFICATION ADOPTION BARRIER #2: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
The second key barrier to electrification is knowledge and skills. We have observed that very few
organisations understand the requirements for thermal battery sizing, heat pump sizing and
optimisation, heat source optimisation, solar PV optimisation and many other skills needed to
optimise the heat pump installation. When done poorly, the heat pump ROI is reduced to less than
half of the optimal level.
Recommendation #3: Utilise industry associations (eg Dairy Australia or AMPC) and industry leaders
(Lion Group, Bluescope Steel etc) to establish multi-channel, multi-platform knowledge sharing
programs and training courses in the methods for implementation, operation and maintenance of
heat pump solutions.

ELECTRIFICATION ADOPTION BARRIER #3: INDUSTRY INERTIA
A2EP’s modelling has shown that early adoption for heat pump technology will be best achieved in
certain industries and certain ‘outliers’ that have very high energy consumption (ie poor energy
productivity).
Recommendation #4: Undertake modelling to identify industries with high adoption potential and
sites with poor energy productivity, then target those sites with incentives (funding programs) and
knowledge sharing.
Recommendation #5: Mandate the implementation of in-built IoT energy- and carbon tracking
solutions for demonstration sites and employ Victorian universities to perform independent impact
assessments and case studies for these sites.

PATHWAY DECISION: HEATING ABOVE 900C
The most viable alternatives to natural gas for this temperature range are very site specific and
require skilled energy consultants to advise end-users. At present, we estimate that Victoria has a
limited number of organisations and people that can make such assessments and further support is
needed to develop the industry.
For heating demands between 90C and 200C, heat pumps are economical at current electricity prices
provided a heat source is available which is within 50C of the heating temperature required. For other
alternatives such as biomass, solar thermal etc, A2EP has commenced the development of a heat
selection flowchart (see below) and would be keen to develop this further in collaboration with
DELWP.
Recommendation #6: Investigate and prepare a report to help guide selection of heating technologies
above 90C
Recommendation #7: Support industries understanding of heating technology options through
demonstrations, reporting and knowledge sharing
A2EP’s draft flow chart for guiding the selection of fossil fuel free process heating technology
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GUIDING RESOURCES FOR PATHWAYS
In its report, “Net Zero by 2050, A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector” released in May 2021, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) clearly identifies energy efficiency as the main priority followed by
electrification. A2EP strongly endorses these conclusions as the fairest and most economical way to
transition from fossil gas and to improve Victoria’s energy productivity.
Below are the key forecast charts for decarbonisation pathways from IEA’s roadmap report.
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Source: IEA, May 2021, Net Zero by 2050, A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector

Source: IEA, May 2021, Net Zero by 2050, A Roadmap for the Global Energy Sector
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